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Exclusive NAABB Licensing & Marketing Rights by area code (s)
The fuel that feeds our North American economies is small business ownership. And we are at the core
of small business ownership by providing a business opportunity that helps other small to mid sized
businesses grow or transition into new self ownership groups. And while there are many business broker
opportunities out there, we are unique from both our philosophy to advanced systems.
This Summary & Prospectus is designed to provide you a straight forward understanding of our
opportunity. A business broker is a fully trained intermediary assisting business owners to sell his or her
business in a confidential manner to qualified buyers. Not only do business brokers provide a vital
service to business owners and buyers but they are also highly sought after by both sellers and buyers.
While you are playing a vital role in the business community, it is also a very lucrative career for you.

YOU HAVE HEARD OR READ ABOUT IT – WE ARE THE HOME OF BUSINESS BROKERCAST©.
Business BrokerCast is our proprietary marketing system that generates virtually all of the business
seller leads for our brokers. And we mean HOT leads that have left you a message to call them. The
average leads generated per campaign is 17-20 leads WAITING to hear back from you. These leads are
almost instant as all are generated within two hours after a campaign launch. You will NEVER have to
cold call or canvass again! And since we invented it, it is exclusive to NAABB Broker Owners.
Not to be outdone, we also have the systems set up to generate virtually all of your buyer leads as well.
Our goal is to have our NAABB Broker Owners in the field putting buyers and sellers together rather than
having them spend time finding their leads – we have them covered!
Earning $200,000 your first year is not only doable, it’s bare minimum by following our systems.
The first step in is a consultation by going to www.naabbcareers.com/consultation.

Opening Message From NAABB Founder & Owner Scott Radin
Welcome to NAABB. This is not a franchise offering, rather it is a business opportunity where all NAABB
Broker Owners are independent business brokers holding exclusivity to our brand and systems. Our
business broker opportunity is the culmination of my many years experience in the business brokering
field combining what works and eliminating those that do not. Our National Sales & Marketing Director,
Joseph Sexton, not only invented Business BrokerCast but he is also at the industry forefront of new ideas
and concepts that keep us ahead of our competition.
Speaking of competition, it has recently come to my attention that one or more of our competitors selling
franchise based business broker opportunities has taken to elevating their sales pitch to include putting
me and my company down to outright slandering me in an attempt to win prospects over. This includes
referring people to an old extortion attempt on me (2009 – 2011) still easily found online today. And
while this spurious extortion attempt is addressed later in this prospectus, and through various online
portals, these competitors are using it as a weapon failing to reflect the actual story behind it.
Now I do not have any issue with them nor have I ever spoken negatively about them to prospects.
However, they feel it necessary to smear me. To me there is a place for all of us. So when doing your due
diligence, ask yourself why they feel the need to drop to such depths? Then consider that every month I
am training and launching 2-4 new NAABB Broker Owners. Finally the last question to ponder is simply
do you want to work with a firm that slanders their competition or one that welcomes the competition?
If your answer to last above is the latter then move on as you are the type of person that we want!
Scott Radin
NAABB

ABOUT OWNER SCOTT RADIN
Scott Radin went into title insurance after college and spent 13 years moving up the ranks for the likes
of Chicago Title, Stewart Title and LandAmerica Title. Unfortunately, an economic downturn resulted in
his being laid off by the latter in 1999. Armed with extensive sales & marketing experience, Scott waved
goodbye to corporate life after the layoff and formed a sales & marketing company with his wife Anna.
That company would be called A.S. Radin & Associates and remains as owner of NAABB.
Between 1999 – 2001 Scott not only secured many marketing / leads development contracts but he also
was contracted by Bell Atlantic Communications to train and work with their sales associates in both the
Buffalo NY area as well downstate in New York City.
The very first marketing contract that he secured was nationally recognized Linen World© with who
they remain contracted with to this day. Another early contract was with a national business brokerage
franchise that became the seed that grew into his business brokering career. In early 2001, an associate
of this business brokerage franchise combined with Scott to form both the dominant business brokerage
in Western New York as well as a national broker training and support firm known simply as BSN. For
eight years the local brokerage thrived and the national company became largest of its kind.

Unfortunately, in 2009 Scott’s relationship with his associate soured and became too problematic for
Scott to continue this association. He distanced himself from said associate creating what is now the
North American Alliance of Business Brokers. Though distanced from said associate, the fetor left by the
associate would not go away. This culminated in a BSN trained broker threatening Scott if he did not
reimburse this BSN trained broker what Scott’s former associate owned him. Scott refused.
So in reply to Scott’s refusal to bow to extortion and between the fall of 2009 and spring of 2011, Scott
became the victim of what national media referred to as the worst online slander attempt ever seen.
Despite these vicious attacks, Scott was able to develop a business broker empire. Because high ranking
known slander sites, such as used to try and extort money from Scott, do not remove these anonymous
attacks; it will never go away. Scott subsequently formed UnderDog (www.udog.net) and currently
provides free advice to similar victims or the attorneys of the victims.
The growth of NAABB has been tremendous doubling every year since its inception.

FIVE FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Is there any licensing needed?


Real estate licensing is required in AZ, CA, FL, MN & WI. Other than these states, there is no
licensing required to broker businesses.

Is this similar to real estate?


No, despite the reference to the five states above, we are polar opposite real estate. Not only
do we NOT sell the real estate, our systems are done under strict confidentiality and exact
opposite the MLS way of real estate.

Does the economy affect business brokering?


No, business brokering is economy proof and thrives in all economic climates. As a matter of
fact, if the economy struggles, we thrive because a down economy creates more highly qualified
business buyers exiting the corporate world.

What is the difference between those who succeed and those who don’t?


The answer is simple yet confusing. The successful brokers call their leads, follow the processes
and reach simple goals. Those who fail do not call their leads, do not follow the system nor
remotely come close to their goals. Simple yes, confusing on why they would not do these three
things. We have never let somebody fail – only they can fail themselves.

Other than the marketing, what sets you apart?


Our unique philosophy. The normal business brokerage model acts much like a real estate
clearinghouse meaning it is a numbers game with a one size fits all process. NAABB brokers are
selective with whom they represent and have a unique service for every situation. Our company
motto says it all “We don’t list businesses rather we represent them!”

NAABB COMPETETIVE EDGE
Our niche philosophy and systems have created an instant brand in NAABB Broker Owner’s territories.
Virtually every business brokerage in the market place operates like a real estate clearinghouse. And
while we hope they protect confidentiality, their business models are all about numbers. IE: the more
listings they get the better the odds of some selling. That’s their way and it hopefully works for them.
We are different. Our approach is that we “do not list businesses rather we represent business owners”.
Our philosophy is based strictly on the needs and emotions of our business seller clients. To our sellers,
selling his or her business is a highly emotional decision similar to giving a daughter away at her
wedding. Business owners need someone to work with them in every facet of the process.
NAABB Broker Owners are clear from the beginning that we are selective with whom we represent and
we only represent businesses that our broker knows he or she can sell. We also provide a proprietary
presentation that further develops the representation role that we take.
And since we are selective there are many businesses that do not make the grade thereby falling into
one of our many other services. We are a one stop shop.
This competitive edge is what creates a large referral base of business sellers going forward.

NAABB INCOME PROJECTIONS
These income projections are based on the territory owner following all systems as trained and achieve
all goals as recommended in training. Brokers following the process easily eclipse these projections. The
numbers are based on NAABB averages and can vary per individual broker.
The First Year = $220,000
Four quality businesses sold at average commission of $45,000 per sale ($180,000)
Four Distressed / Cash Businesses Sold at average commission of $10,000 per sale ($40,000)
The above projections are based on historical fact and do not account for other services offered.
* WE GUARANTEE FIRST YEAR INCOME – see Money Back Guarantees later herein *
Year 2 + = $330,000
Six quality businesses sold at average commission of $45,000 per sale ($270,000)
Six Distressed / Cash Businesses Sold at average commission of $10,000 per sale ($60,000)
The above projections are based on historical fact and do not account for other services offered.

NAABB CORE SERVICES
All NAABB Broker Owners have a unique service for every situation outlined below. We are not a one
stop shop like standard business brokers tend to be. And all services either generate the NAABB Broker
Owner revenue or they generate other benefits from preparing businesses to sell to providing buyers a
business development program to help them grow their new business.
Mid Size Business Core


Businesses with $500,000 or more in annual cash flow by tax returns

Quality Business Core


Businesses with $100,000 - $500,000 in annual cash flow by tax returns

Limited Business Core


Businesses with $10,000 - $99,000 in annual cash flow by tax returns

Cash Business Core


Businesses with annual cash flow that cannot be verified by tax returns

Distressed Business Core


Businesses with no annual cash flow with or without tax returns

Business Development Core


Our NAABB Marketing Academy helping business owners grow their business

Business Investment Core


For mid sized businesses seeking investors

Business Branding Core


For established businesses wanting to increase brand recognition

Business Buyer Representation Core


Business buyers hire us to represent them on the buy side

Business Valuations Core


For business owners or buyers wanting only a formal market valuation

HUGE BONUS: Only NAABB provides our business buyers future coaching by buying a business through
us. Every buyer who purchases a business through a NAABB Broker gets free lifetime access to our
above referenced NAABB Marketing Academy. That’s like a car dealership that provides free oil changes
and service for the life of the purchased vehicle.

NAABB TRAINING OUTLINE
Our training model has been applauded by 100% of those completing it as being the most thorough yet
enjoyable training that they have ever experienced. All training is done 1-on-1 by NAABB Owner Scott
Radin in your territory. The training is three days and almost always done either Tuesday – Thursday or
Wednesday – Friday. The training is almost always done in a suite near the airport that Scott flies into.
All training is audio recorded and formatted for the new NAABB Broker Owner.
The following outline proceeds in order and the day and times for each subject will depend on
progression within a 5 hour training window. All subjects will be covered in the three days.

Days 1-2 RUN 10AM – 3 PM without lunch or 4 PM with lunch THEN 10AM – 1PM day three
Overview of industry including what those before you have done wrong
BrokerCast Marketing (covered by conference call with developer Joseph Sexton)
Referrals & Networking Sources & Ideas
Presenting Your Services in an eight step presentation
Mid Size Business Core


Understanding the mid sized business owner



Understanding your competition to mid sized businesses



Understanding the buyers of mid sized businesses



Understanding Buyer Process for mid sized business buyers



Understanding how our own PBBN buyer network benefits the mid size business owner



Objections & Push Back from mid sized business owners

Quality Business Core


Understanding the quality business owner



Understanding your competition to quality businesses



Understanding buyers of quality businesses



Understanding Buyer Process for quality business buyers



Qualifying buyers of quality businesses



Understanding how our own NAABB Lending Network benefits the quality business owner



Objections & Push Back from quality business owners & buyers

Limited Business Core


Understanding the limited business owner



Understanding your competition to limited businesses



Understanding buyers of limited businesses



Understanding Buyer Process for limited business buyers



Understanding the 80/20 rule if listing a limited business



Understanding the NAABB Marketing Academy for growth into quality business



Understanding Seller Coaching as alternative to listing



Objections & Push Back from limited business owners & buyers

Cash Business Core


Understanding the cash business owner



Understanding your competition to cash businesses



Understanding the BEST OFFER rule for listing a cash business



Understanding Buyer Process for cash business buyers



Objections & Push Back from cash business owners & buyers

Distressed Business Core


Understanding the distressed business owner



Understanding your competition to distressed businesses



Understanding the BEST OFFER rule for listing a distressed business



Understanding Buyer Process for distressed business buyers



Objections & Push Back from distressed business owners & buyers

Business Investor Core


Understanding the business investment situation



Understanding placing % on the investment buy in



Understanding the investors of mid sized businesses



Understanding Investor Process for mid sized businesses



Understanding how our own PBBN buyer network helps find business investors



Objections & Push Back from mid sized business owners seeking investment

Business Branding Core


Understanding the brand



Understanding your fee and responsibilities



Understanding the buyers of these business opportunities



Understanding Buyer Process of these business opportunities



Objections & Push Back from business opportunity owners

Business Buyer Workshop


Understanding how we find buyers



Understanding how buyers contact you



Understanding buyer follow up to interview



Understanding the Online Non Disclosure Process



Understanding the buyer pipeline



Understanding representing business buyers as a service

Business Valuation Workshop


Understanding cash flow



Understanding financial recast



Understanding cash flow multipliers



Understanding the equipment / inventory values



Objections & Push Back regarding valuations

Business Contracts Workshop


Understanding the Listing Agreement



Understanding the Purchase Agreement / Letter of Intent



Understanding the Non Disclosure Agreement

Assume The Sale Workshop



Sales plan before entering initial seller meeting



Three steps in the initial seller meeting



Setting the valuation follow up



Story time to hear three real stories that seller’s may have experienced



The FINALE – demonstration of the Seller Presentation

Q&A
Tradition: Scott buys late lunch / early dinner upon completion of training where the two of you will
discuss your brokerage set up and launch.

NAABB MARKETING
Our program is designed to get you meeting and/or talking to sellers and buyers. We do the vast
majority of marketing and lead generation for you. This includes our proprietary BrokerCast© marketing
program that generates 17-20 seller leads + without cold calling. For that matter you will never cold call
or canvass again. BrokerCast© is a very sophisticated version of automated telemarketing and works
beyond everyone’s expectations.
As part of your territory purchase you will receive three (3) general BrokerCast© campaigns resulting in
17-20 seller leads + leaving you a message to call him or her. And if you meet certain conditions when
purchasing your territory then we include a 4th bonus BrokerCast© campaign to general businesses. In
addition, your territory purchase also includes three (3) industry specific BrokerCast© campaigns to
manufacturing / distribution as these are the Mid Size Businesses most in demand and carry a great
value to them. All together that’s 6-7 BrokerCast© campaigns as part of your territory purchase.
We also generate virtually all of your buyers for you through our national accounts with business for sale
networks reaching hundreds of resources where buyers look to find businesses for sale. As we tell our
sellers, we can reach virtually 100% of those looking to buy businesses and many, who at this moment,
have not even thought about buying a business. And there is more as part of your territory purchase…
1. Fully optimized mobile compliant stand alone web site with featured broker name
2. 12+ national NABB web sites generating leads
3. PBBN promotion for mid sized businesses
4. So much more with new concepts in the works

NAABB SUPPORT
The support is very critical to your success. Owner Scott Radin, Sales & Marketing Director Joseph
Sexton and our Advisory Board are always available to answer your questions. But the live support is just
one component. We have so many support tools such as…

1. Dedicated private support site at www.naabbclubhouse.com
2. Ability to attend any future training session
3. Annual conference in Las Vegas
4. Access to new products and services
5. Complete library of templates & contracts with updates
And we have more coming soon like the broker’s own private support web area with stats.

NAABB TERRITORY LICENSING FEE
The licensing fee covers the exclusive rights to your territory by area code (s), exclusive rights to the
BrokerCast© marketing system and the training by Scott Radin (including travel expenses). This fee is
not negotiable and cannot be paid over time or by success.
The NAABB Territory Licensing Fee is $10,000
The fee can be broken down into installments as follows…
1.

$2,000 deposit to secure the territory and training dates

2.

$5,000 due at least 3 business days prior to the first scheduled training date

3.

$3,000 due no more than 10 business days after the last completed training date

BONUS: If you pay the entire $10,000 up front as part of your second installment then we will provide a
bonus seventh BrokerCast to 10,000 businesses on top of the six built into your territory purchase!
See next page for options if you cannot come up with the fee + our guarantees.

NAABB SALES ROYALTIES
20% on all businesses sold
We have a 20% royalty back to NAABB on all gross commissions earned by territory owners. That’s an
80/20 split in favor of the NAABB Broker Owner. This split back to NAABB is given as consideration for
the various support mechanisms provided by NAABB and a portion of the $10,000 + NAABB spends
yearly marketing our broker’s businesses for sale. The split includes…


Complete support systems from corporate support to support site maintenance



Posting and maintaining all of brokers businesses for sale in our national networks



Reinvesting a portion back into the broker for featured marketing services and support



Compensation to NAABB staff

The average commission of NAABB brokers is a little over $40,000 resulting in $32,000 to the broker and
$8,000 back to NAABB. Of the split back to broker, roughly half is expensed back into broker and NAABB
expenses. Our fees are well below franchise like systems and our royalty splits account for the money
that we invest back into you for posting listings etc.

FINANCING THE NAABB TERRITORY LICENSING FEE
If you do not have the fee there are ways to get it. NOTE that we cannot lend it to you directly nor
provide it in consideration of futures as that would be a franchise like activity and we are not a
franchise. Here are some other avenues…
A. We have a third party vendor that can finance 100% of the fee with an unsecured funding program
based on credit of 700+ (military vets have looser restrictions). We can set you up with this lender after
you have completed the first consultation process at www.naabb.biz/consultation.
B. Use an online service to shop unsecured loans like www.lendingtree.com
C. Find a partner or investor to invest the money into you.
D. Use a peer to peer lending network like www.prosper.com
E. Use a Crowfunding service like www.gofundme.com

NAABB TERRITORY SERVICE GUARANTEE
We understand the fear of investing money into a career opportunity so we have numerous built in safe
guards to protect you. We will refund 100% of your fee paid if we do not achieve or receive any of the
following…


Complete 1-on-1 training with NAABB Owner Scott Radin in your home town



Access to the NAABB Clubhouse and all support tools herein



All contracts, templates and agreements as outlined later herein



A dedicated stand alone web site featured on Google



Exclusivity to your territory by area code (s)



Exclusivity to our BrokerCast© marketing system by area code (s)

NAABB INCOME GUARANTEE
We are so confident in our system that we will provide a 100% money back guarantee if you do not
make a MINIMUM of $200,000 your first year in business. There is no catch other than specific goals
that need to be achieved and reporting that you need to provide NAABB on a per listing and monthly
basis. The goals are the same as we provide all brokers. This guarantee is optional as we cannot require
you to report to us but is required to follow the guarantee terms.

No other franchise or business opportunity would dream of doing this! As a matter of fact it seems our
competitors are using it against us as being “too good to be true”. For them maybe but not us!
The exclusive territory agreement will spell out the guarantee terms. You will have the opportunity to
review the territory agreement after the consultation process (see last page herein).

NAABB RESALE OPTION
The new broker may, within 90 days from the last training date, resell his or her territory back to NAABB
to recoup their licensing fees per stipulations built into the territory agreement. This clause is built in the
event the broker cannot or does not want to continue.

THE TIME HAS COME TO TAKE THE NEXT STEP
Schedule Your Territory Owner Consultation at…

www.naabbcareers.com/consultation.
Training availability is limited so don’t delay!
This is not a franchise offering or opportunity nor governed by franchise laws. As the territory owner,
you will be responsible for all duties as a business broker including understanding your local and state
laws, collecting, holding and dispersing all deposits. You will be working as an independent broker with
exclusive rights to a territory.
AVAILABLE Upon Request: Once you have completed the two step consultation process then we can
provide you the contacts of current territory owners to speak with as reference.

